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13 A81STRACT

High speed flow past a blunt fin on a surface results in a complex, three
dimensional, inviscid-viscid interaction flow field. Characteristically, the fin bow

shock causes the boundary layer to separate from the surface ahead of the fin,
resulting in a separated flow region composed of horseshoe vortices near the surfac(

and a lambda-type shock pattern in the plane of symmetry ahead of the fin, The
shock wave emanating from the separated flow region impinges on the fin bow shock

and causes intense heating and high pressures locally on the fin leading edge. The

heating and pressure in this local area can be moi e than 10 times larger than the

undisturbed stagnation line values; the amplification depends strongly on local flow

conditions.

A research program was conducted to examine and to obtain a better
understanding of these interaction flow fields; thc most recent experiments included

detailed pitot pressure flow field surveys for Mach three flows ahead of blunt fins on
a flat plate surface with turbulent boundary layers. Turbulent boundary layer sep-

aration is shown to result in the type of shock impingement that causes he greatest

amplification of heating rates and pressures, Very large pressures and heaing

rates were also found on the plate surface in the immediate vicinity of the fin root.

The experimrn•-ts also revealed that the separated flow was very unsteady.
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ABSTRACT

High speed flow past a blunt fin on a surface results in a

complex, three dimensional, inviscid-viscid interaction flow field.

Cbarac1-,Lcstically, the fin bow shock causes the boundary layer to

sepae ate from the surface ahead of the fin, resulting in a sepa-

rated flow region composed of horseshoe vortices near the surface

and a lambda-type shock pattern in the plane of symmetry ahead of

the fin. The shock wave emanating from the separated flow region

impinges on the fin bow shock and causes intense heating and high

pressures locally on the fin leading edge. The heating and pres-

sure in this local area can be more than 10 times larger than the

undisturbed stagnation line values; the amplification depends

strongly on local flow conditions.

A research program was conducted to examine and to obtain a

better understanding of these interaction flow fields; the most

recent experiments included detailed pitot pressure flow field

surveys for Mach three flows ahead of blunt fins on a flat plate

surface with turbulent boundary layers. Turbulent boundary layer

separation is shown to result in the type of shock impingement

that cau&es the greatest amplification of heating rates and pres-

sures. The experiments revealed that the separated flow was very

unsteady; this intrinsic oscillatory condition is attributed to a

pulsating, scavenging action of the horseshoe vortices. In addi-

tion to the peak pressures and heating rates at shock il~pingement

on the fin leading edge, there are very large pressures (approach-

ing free stream pitot pressure values) and heating rates on the

plate surface in the immediate vicinity of the fin root. Results

from this program and many other sources were analyzed and compared

with theorecical results to provide a better descr.'ption Df inter-

action flow fields.
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SYMBOLS

d fin tbickress (inches)

h fin height (inches)

Isep extent of separated flow ahead of fin (inches)

M Mach number

p pressure (psia); static pressure when referenced to p,,
toL i pressure when referenced to PQ2

Ppk peak pressure for turbulent boundary layer separation
(psia)

plateau pressure for laminar boundary layer separation
(psia)

P wind tunnel stagnation pressure (psia)

Pop local pitot pressure (psia)

Po 2  free stream pitot pressure (psia)

SReYinch Reynolds number based on free stream conditions and a
unit length of one inch

Reysep Reynolds number based on undisturbed flat plate flow
conditions and length s sep

s streamwise distance from plate leading edge to separation
point (inches)

s tras streamwise distance from plate leading edge to undisturbed
boundary layer transition location (inches)

x,y,z coordinates with origin on plate surface at fin leading
edge (cf. Fig. 3)

z ' ertical coordinate referenced to the "triple point"
location (cf. Fig. 26)

boundary layer thickness (inches)

VIII



Subscripts

1 average undisturbed flow conditions over fl.at plate
surface

- tunnel free stream conditions

'1

it lx
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INTRODUCTION

Severe local heating occurs when a shock wave impinges on a

down3tream surface. The destruction of an X-15 ventral fin and

the damage to portions of the Holloman Rocket Test Sled, described

by Korkegi (Ref. 1), are examples of the possible severity of

shock impingement effects. To obtain a better understanding of

shock impingement, we conceived and conducted pertinent experi-

mental programs, and analyzed our results along with those from

many other investigations. This report provides a description of

our most recent experimental program, which included shock im-

pingement flow field surveys and revealed a severe unsteadiness

of the interaction flow., A critical analysis of the interaction

flow field is presented and compared with theoretical methods.

Many different types of shock impingement interactions have

been observed and different flow models postulated. Some are

dominated by inviscid effects, whereas viscosity is of prime im-

portance in others. In some instancer, such as a bow shock from

the nose of a vehicle impinging on a wing leading edge, the strength

and location of the impinging shock are known. More frequently,

however, shock impingement results from an inviscid-viscous flow

interaction and neither the strength nor the location of the im-

pingement are known beforehand. A comprehensive review of viscous

interactions, by Korkegi (Ref. 1), and an extensive survey cf the

literature (listing over 900 references), by Ryan (Ref. 2), sum-

marize results for different types of interaction flows. Features

of some of these interaction flows are described in the following

section.

A frequently encountered type of shock impingement interaction,

which results in particularly severe local heating, occurs when an



oblique shock wave impinges on the detached bow shock ahead of a

blunt leading edge. The impinging shock can be generated by an

extraneous surface, or can result from boundary layer separation

ahead of a protuberance from a surface. In addition to local re-

gions of extreme heating and large pressure loads on the blunt

leading edge, the pressures and heating rates are increased on

the adjacent suirface in the separated fiow region. Some of these

effects were observed in earlier investigations of separatcd flows

(Refs. 3-6). The seriousness and practical importance of shock

impingemn~t :aused by boundary layer separation prompted our

earlier investigation of supersonic flows past blunt fins mounted

or a flat place (Refs. 7 and 8). The experimental research de-

scribed herein was designed to supplement the results of earlier

experimental programs and to provide detailed surveys of the shock

impingement interaction flow field. The experiments were con-

ducted in the 12-inch supersonic tunnel at Arn.old Engineering

Development Center during July 1970 (Ref. 9).

2



FEAMIRS OF INTERACTIONS FWJJS

Separated Flow

Certain aspects of the separated flow in the plane of sym-

metry ahead of a blunt fin are somewhat similar to two dimensional

separated flows ahead of steps or ramps (Refs. 7, 10, and 11).

The pressure rise across the fin bow shock presents a strong ad-

verse pressure gradient to the boundary layer flow on the adjoin-

ing flat plate surface, causing the boundary layer to separate

from the surface and forming a region of reverse flow adjacent

to the plate surface. The effects of the pressure rise are propa-

gated upstream through the reverse flow region. The surface pres-

sure increases in the neighborhood of the separation point to a

peak value that corresponds to the compression cf the stream flow

as it separates from the surface and passes over the reverse flow

region.

As sketched in Fig. 1, the reverse flow forms a "horseshoe"

vortex in which the flow quickly curves downstream, away from the

plane of symmetry. Immediately dewnstream of this vortex, there

appears to be one or more additional horseshoe vortices (Refs. 7

and 12-19). The reverse flow in the vortices is constantly re-

plenishe4 by the separated -treai'n flow, unlike "trapred" two di-

mensional reverse flows, and spirals downstream ;'ery ýapidly.

Thus, the vortices bring high energy air 2low into proximity with

the surface. Severe heatinz rate•; ano large prescures have been

observed iA local regions on the surface adjacent to protuberances

`Refs. i1 7, and 20-25).

Oil IL 2m flow pho-ograp'.-,., suc, •s those, in Fig. 2, indicate

the ;urface &treamlr~es -ni the fla: plate s-.rfce and h extent



of separation. At sepiration there is an accumulation of oil,

whereas the oil is swept away from reattachment regions. Apparent

from inspection of these photographs, the direction of flow in

the vortices is predominantly outboard and bear!, little resemblance

to two dimensional separated flows except in the plane of symmetry.

The predominance of the transverse flow masks the nature of the

flow along the boundary between the two vortices, but there ap-

parently is a third, small and counter rotating horseshoe vortex

between the two larger vortices (Refs. 7 and 12-14). This addi-

tional vortex is clearly evident in Winkelmann's (Ref. 14) ex-

cellent oil film flow photographs. The extent of the separated

flow depends primarily on the fin diameter and character of the

boundary layer on the plate surface (Refs. 1, 7, 17-19, and 26-30).

The flow at the foot of tha fin is highly three dimensional

and quite complex. There are large pressure, as well as velocity,

gradients in this region. The compressed separated flow ahead of

the fin accelerates to supersonic speeds in escaping around the

fir to lower press-re regions (Refs. 17-19). A strong vortex

starts at the foot cf the fin and spreads out as it follcis the

fin root downstream (Ref. 7).

Profile flow photographs,t like those in Fig. 3, show features

of the interaction in the model centerplane: the compression wave

from the plate leading edge, the separation of the boundary layer

from the plate surface, the resulting shock wave, and the impinge-

ment of this shock on the fin bow shock. The intersection of the

impinging shock and fin bow shock resembles a lambda type shock

tTh2 vertical line in these photographs is a wire on the outside
of the tunnel ý,indcw. It serves as a photo reference guide, it
intersects the plane of the plate surface 2.30 inches down-
stream ( the plate leading edge.



interaction pattern that is unique to three dimensional flows.

For two dimensional flows ahead of steps, the separated flow is

"trapped"' in the region ahead of the step and the stream flow re-

attaches at the top of the step (Ref. 11). In both the schlieren

and shadowgraph photographs in Fig. 3, there is a light spot near

the foot of the fin. This can be attributed to the locally ac-

celerati-ng flow mentioned in the previous paragraph.

Unsteadiness

Although the microsecond schlieren photographs shown in Fig. 4

were obtained during the same tunnel run, the extent of separation

ahead of the fin is 10 percent greater in Fig. 4b than in Fig. 4a.

The separation and interaction flow are unsteady. This unsteadiness

is responsible for the lack of crispness in the 1-millisecond

exposure flow photographs shown in Fig. 3 (Ref. 9). Zukoski (Ref. 11),

Goldman et al. (Ref. 31), Holden (Ref. 32), and otherst have observed

oscillations of two dimensional turbulent separation locations having

amplitudes less than half that of the undisturbed boundary layer

thickness and a frequency of several thousand Hertz. In the present

case, the oscillations of the separation location are much larger in

amplitude than the undisturbed boundary layer thickness. This rela-

tively large movement of the separation location, which we attribute

to a pulsating and scavenging action of the flow comprising the

multiple horseshoe ,Yortices, results in comparatively large oscilla-

tions of the impinging shock wave.

For example: Wilhelm Behrens, California Institute of Technology,
January 1971, private communication.
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Shock Impingement

Hains and Keyes (Ref. 33) ard Edney et al. (Refs. 34-36) ob-

tained excellent schlieren photographs that clearly show the struc-

ture of a shock impingement region, as shown in Fig. 5. The im-

pinging shock was generated by a separate wedge (not by boundary

layer separation), and the flow in the shock interaction region

was steady. The oblique shock impinges on the bow shock and is

reflected. A shear layer (inviscidly, a slip line) starts at this
"triple" point and separates the subsonic flow behind the bow

shock from a jet of supersonic flow. The flow in this supersonic

jet passes through several oblique shocks before stagnating en the

fin leading edge. Therefore, this flow is compressed nearly isen-

tropically and leads to extremely large pressures, pressure gradi-

ents, and heat transfer rates l-:ally on the fin leading edge.

Using inviscid, two dimensional flow relations, Edney et al.

(Refs. 34-36) categorized six different types of shock impingements

that depend on the inclination of the impinging shock and on the

fin sweep. The type shown in Fig. 5 leads to the most severe heat-

ing and largest pressure gradients. Unfortunately, the location of

the point "Q" in Fig. 5, as noted by Edney, is indeterminate in

his analysis. Thus, the width of the supersonic jet (and therefore

the peak value of the heating rate on the fin leading edge) cannot

be c-lculated. The width of the jet must be obtained from flow

photographs.

Bushnell (Ref. 37) and Newlander (Ref. 38) also used separate

wedges to generate impinging shock waves, but in most investiga-

tions (e.g., Refs. 20, 21, and 39-46), the protuberance was mouited

directly on the same wedge or body used to generate the impinging

shock. In these cases, there were usually two shock impingements:



an outboard one caused by the wedge shock, and an inboard one re-

sulting from boundary layer separation ahead of the protuberance.

Attention herein is focused on "self-induced" shock impinge-

ment caused by boundary layer separation ahead of a fin. The im-

portant parameters influencing this type of shock impingement are:

fin sweep, height and diameter; stream Mach number; and the boundary

layer character and thickness on the adjacent surface. The inter-

action for swept fins generally results in less severe impingement

effects (Refs. 21, 36-38, and 47-50). Indeed, for sufficiently

large sweepback, there is no separation ;,head of the fin and thus

no self-induced shock impingement effects. Some tendencies re-

sulting from varying fin height with respect to the fin diameter

or with respect to the boundary layer thickness have been described

(e.g., Refs. 51-54) but only for limited ranges of flow conditions.

For very short fins (in comparison with either the boundary layer

thickness or fin diameter), or for low supersonic Mach numbers, the

shock wave emanating from the separated flow region does not im-

pinge on the fin but passes above it (Refs. 12, 13, 55, and 56).

Pq



EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

Model

The model design and tunnel flow conditions were carefully

chosen to permit the examination of self-induced shock impingement

interaction flows in the absence of extraneous influences. Cylin-

drical leading edge fins were mounted on a flat plate that had a

machined sharp leading edge, a 12-inch chord, and that spanned the

tunnel. For the tunnel flow pressures and Mach numbers, boundary

layer displacement and end effects were negligible so that the

pressure was constant over the flat plate surface.

The slab type fins had hemicylindrical leading edges and

thicknesses of 3/8, 3/1,, and 1.0-inch. These thicknesses were

several times larger than the local boundary layer thickness on

the plate for all test conditions. The fins were mounted on the

plate centerline with their leading edges 5.85 inches downstream

of the plate leading edge. The two thinner fins had heights of

3.0 inches, and the thickest fin was 2.5 inches high. All fin

heights were sufficient to avoid any tip effects in the shock im-

pingement region (Refs. 7, 51, and 53).

The basic plate and two thinner fins were available from our

earlier program (Refs. 7 and 8). The 1-inch fin was designed

with movable total pressure probes to survey the interaction flow

field. This fin was made larger in order to increase the size of

the shock impingement interaction flow region without causing tun-

nel blockage and without having end effects. Photographs of the

1-inch fin mounted on the flat plate are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

As indicated in Fig. 8, pressure taps were located along the

plate centerline and along one spanwise line on the plate surface.

8



Pressure tapp were also located along the leading edges of the

two thicker fins.

The 1-inch fin had two total pressure probes that could be

individually, remotely driven to ex'end forward from the fin lead-

ing edge. One probe, designed to examine the over-all interaction

flow region, had a travel of 2.0 inches, an O.D. of 0.065 inch,

and an I.D. of 0.043 inch (cf. Fig. 6). The other probe, re-

sembling a hypodermic needle with an O.D. of 0.025 inch and an

I.D. of 0.014 inch, had a travel of 0.6 inch and was designed

to examine the flow field in the immediate shock impingement

vicinity. Spacers were fabricated for the 1-inch fin so that

it, and the total pressure probes, could be shimmed up, in 1/32-inch

intervals, up to 1/2-inch above the plate surface. Thus, total

pressure probe traverses could be made at 1/32-inch intervals at

distances above the plate surface varying from 1/4- to 3/4-inch

for the larger probe and from 3/4- to 5/4-inches for the smaller

probe. This permitted obtaining detailed flow field surveys (with

intervals comparable in size to the probe diameter). The fins and

spacers were sealed te the plate prior to each run to avoid any

bleed of air between them.

Tunnel Flow Conditions

The experiments were performed in the von Karman Facility Tun-

nel "D" at AEDC during July 1970. This is an intermittent super-

sonic wind tunnel with a 12-inch-square test section. The tunnel

has a flexible plate type ihozzle, shown in Fig. 9, and can provide

Mach 1.5 to 5.0 flows (Ref. 57) with stagnation pressures up to

60 psia.

Nominal values of the tunnel flow conditions chosen for this

program are listed in Table I. The unit Reynolds numbers are based

9



TABLE I - TUNNEL FLOW CONDITIONS

M Po (psia' ReyYinch Fin Thicknesses
(inch)

2.5 46 800,000 0, 3/8, 3/4

3.0 60 800,000 0, 3/8, 3/4, 1

4.0 60 470.000 0, 3/8, 3/4

on free stream conditions and a length of I inch. Relatively high

pressures were chosen primarily to ensure turbulent boundary layers

on the plate surface in the vicinity of the fins. Further, the

Mach 3 flow conditions match those chosen for our earlier tests

(Ref. 7) and the higher pressures generally lead to greater accuracy

and better flow photographs. The tunnel flow stagnation temperature

was approximately 530°R for all test runs.

Static pressures were measured and schlieren flow photographs

were taken for the flat plate alon,. and with the 3/8 and 3/4 fins

for all tunnel flow conditionis listed in Table I. For Mach 4, the

3/4-inch fin model was tested with and without a boundary layer

trip on the plate surface (cf. Fig. 7). The 1-inch fin was

tested and total pressure sur-eys obtained only for the Mach 3 con-

ditions listed in Table I. No±nv profile flow photographs were

taken during the probe traverses; in all, over 400 schlieren and

shadowQgraph flow photographs were obtained.

Oil film flow photographs were taken for the test conditions

listed in Table I to determine the flow direction on the flat plate

surface. Zyglo fluorescent oil was sprayed on the plate surface

and then "rubbed-in" using fine grit emery cloth (to reduce the

10



oil film surface tension). The oil film flow was observed under

ultraviolet light during the tunnel run, which was terminated

once the flow pattern on tie plate surface became well established,

and the flow pattern was then photographed under ultraviolet light

(cf. Fig. 2).

To assess Reynolds number effects, schlieren and shadowgraph

flow photographs were obtained at many pressure levels below those

listed in Table I. This was easily accomplished dOuring one tunnel

run by momentarily stabilizing the tunnel pressure, photographing

the flow, and then increasing the pressure to the next level.

Undisturbed Flow Over Plate

The flat plate was tested with no fin attached. Schlieren

flow photographs were taken for many sets of flow conditions and

the undisturbed surface pressures vere measured and recorded for

the test conditions listed in Table I.

Flat plate boundary layer thicknesses were calculated -id com-

pared with the schlieren flow photographs. Boundary layer transi-

tion locations for undisturbed flow over the flat plate -,ere esti-

mated using results presented by Pate and Shueler (Re". 58), who

obtained transition data in the same wind tunnel. Using L',ese

transition locations, and an empirical boundary lay(:•• method

(Ref. 59), undisturbed boundary layer thicknesses wre calculated
at many stations downstream of the plate leading edge. For example,

for the flow conditions indicated in Fig, 10, the end of transition

is approximately 4.5 inches downstream of the leading edge (from

Ref. 58), and the calculated boundary layer thicknesses at stations 6

and 12 inches downstream of the leading edge are approximately

0.094 and 0.236 inches. These calculated values are indicated in

€1



Fig. 10 and appear to agree well with Lhe schlieren flow photograph.

Transition location, for undisturbed flow over the plate (s trand)

and boundary layer thicknesses at a station 5.85 inches downstream

of the plate leading edge [6(5.85], obtained in this manner, are

listed in Table II for various tunnel flow conditions.

TABLE II - APPROXIMATE UNDISTURBED BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION

LOCATIONS AND THICKNESSES CALCULATED AT FIN LEADING EDGE STATION

M p (psia) Re s 6(5.85)Po (pi) RYinch Strans (nh

(inch) (inch)

2.5 30 520,000 4.0 0.088
46 800,000 3.1 0.095

3.0 30 400,000 4.5 0.092
40 530,000 3.9 0.097
50 670,000 3.7 0.099
60 800,000 3.1 0.102

4.0 60 470,000 4.3 0.J.09

For M g 3, the average value of the undisturbed static pres-

sures measured on the plate surface was within 1 percent of the

free stream static pressure. However, for Mach 2.5 and 4.0, the

average values of the undisturbed pressure on the plate surface

(pl) were slightly higher than p. To ascertain the true pres-

sure rise caused by the interaction flow, the measured pressures

* were nondimensionalized using the average value of Lhe undisturbed

flow pssures on the plate surface shown in Table III. For these

small pressure rises, the local flow Mach numbers (M ) differ by

less than I percent from M .

12



TABLE III - AVERAGE VALUES OF pl/p. FOR

UNDISTURBED FLOWS OVER FLAT PLATE SURFACE

r', 2.5 3.0 4.0

~Pt

1.03 1.00 1.05
P.

Extent of Separation and Interaction Pressure Distributtion on
Plate Surface

The shape and standoff distance of the fin bow shock depend

only on M and the fin diameter (d). Hence, the position of

the inviscid pressure rise cr the flat plate surface depends only

on M and d. Therefore, if inviscid effects predominate, one

would suspect that the pressure distributions on the flat plate

surface might scale, for each Mach number, by using coordinates

nondimensionalized witn respect to the fin diameters (Ref. 7).

Accordingly, the nondimensional streamwise and spanwise coordinates

x/d and y/d are used to plot the pressure distributions, and to

scale the oil film flow photographs.

Surface pressure distributions were obtained at M = 3 and

ReYinch = 800,000 each time a new spacer was placed under the

1-inch-thick fin. These data, obtained from 16 tunnel runs, are

* !plotted in Fig. 11. Probably the most striking aspect of this

illustration is the apparent large scatter in the data for essen-

tially identical test conditions. The apparent scatter is caused

by the unsteadiness of the separated flow ahead of the fin.

13



Dashed curves are faired through the sets of data corresponding

to the most forward and most aft locations of separation ahead of

the fin. A solid curve is drawn through the arithmetic mean average

of the p/p 1  values measured at each tap location. Generally, the

pressure starts to rise approximately two diameters ahead of the

fin, reaches a peak value, and tihen falls off until just in front

of the fin. Very high pressui-•s occur on the surface in the im-

mediate vicinity of the fin fcot. For the pressure tap at x = -0.17 d,

the pressures ranged from 7.5 to 8.4 p1 . Also indicated in Fig. 11,

the shock standoff distance for M = 3 is 0.35 d (Refs. 60 and 61).

The solid vertical line indicates the separation location determined

by measuring the distance to the oil accumulation line on the plate

surface im, ediately following the "oil film" tunnel run.

The scnlieren photographs in Fig. 12 correspond to the most

forward and the most aft separation locations indicated by the

dashed vertical lines in Fig. It. There is approximately a 17 per-

cent difference in the lengths of separation between these two ex-

treme locations. This change of leneth corresponds to F or 7 times

the undisturbed boundary layer thickness at the separation point

location on the flac plate. As noted on page 5, the amplitude

of this movement of separation ahead of a fin is an order of magni-

tude larger than for separated two dimensional flows. Robertson

(Refs. 12 and 13) notes that fluctuating pressure levels in sepa-

rated flow regions ahead of fins are an "order of magnitude" lavger

than for two dimensional separated flow regions.

Centerline pressure distributions ahead of the j/8- and

3/4-inch-diametei fins are plotted in Fig. 13 along wiLn the average

P/Pl value for the 1-inch fin. The distributiorn for the 3/4-inch

fin was obtained from two tunnel runs, one run being made with the

14
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fin moved forward 1/8-inch (effectively halving the distanceLi between pressure taps to obtain a denser pressure distribution).

The data follow the same trends as those shown in Fig. 11 and

described above. The Mach 2.5 data also indicate separation ap-

proximately two diameters ahead of the fin, but the pressure rise
S~is somewhat less than for the Mach 3.0 data. The separation

locations indicated in Fig. 13 were obtained by measuring the

distance to the oil accumulation line after each oil film flow

tunnel run.

The Mach 4 centerline pressure data, plotted in Fig. 14, ex-

hibit characteristics typical. of transitional separated flow (cf.

Refs. 3 and 4). The pressure first rises to a laminar plateau

value and then rises again to a turbulent peak value. To ensure

turbulent separation, a boundary layer trip was used with the

3/4-inch fin configuration for one tunnel run. The trip was a

serrated piece of fiberglass tape (0.007-inch thick) placed from

0.81 to 1.13 inches downstream of the plate leading edge (cf.

Fig. 7). The trip changed the character of the boundary layer and

delayed separation; the resulting pressure distribution resembles

those for turbulent separation. The schlieren flow photograph in

Fig. 15 was scaled to determine the separation location indicated

by the dashed vertical line in Fig. 14.

The other separation locations indicated in Fig. 14 were ob-

tained by measuring the location of the oil accumu!dtion line on

the plate surface after each oil film flow tunnel run. Relatively

little tunnel running time was required before the oil film flow

pattern became established and stabilized. The separation line

was well defined in all cases except for M = 4 and d = 3/4-inch.

For this case, the oil accumulation was blurred, particularly near



the plate centerline (cf. Fig. 16), and it waS not moýsible to

detervine a specific separation !ocation. Schlierer flow photo-

graphs (Fig. 17) takcn during this oil filtl flo tunnel un show

a particularly large (30 percent) shift in the length of sepa-

ration.

The extent of separated flow ahead of the fin (! sep) is

particularly sensitive to the character of the bloundary layer in

the vicinity of separation. The dependence ol Isep on the charac-

ter of the boundary layer is similar to that for twio dimensional

separated flows, which is indicated in the following sketch.

Sep
sep - Transitional

Turbulent

log RE-sep

Sketch of Variation of Isep with Reysep for Laminar,
Tiansitional, and Turbulent Separation for Two Dimensional
Flows
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T'he extent of two dinme=simal separated flou zenerally itcreases

w Rer eynwa1s rmber for entirely lazinar bow=dary layers (botmdary

Slayers chat resain laninar :hrou .cuc the frtee shear laver; =-ransi-

tion occurrimz 4ons trean or reart acient) - Turbulent boudar-y

laer separatic.% (transit-im to fully tiurbulent flow occurring

upstrean of separation) is =ach less extensive than laninar sepa-

ration and is insensf ive to Reynolds nu•ber (Ref. 1). For transi-

tional separation (tran ition occurring in the free shear layer

dcumstrean of the separation location but at or before reattach-

ment), the extent of separation dL-inishes rapidly with increasing

Reynolds --jmber from the purely laina- 'value to the turbulent

va lue-

Separation is a relatively strong disturbance to iaminar

boundary layer fi-ow and causes transition to occur earlier than

for attached, undisturbed boundary layers (Refs. 10 and 30).

ýeparation ahead of a fin is a particularly strong disturbance:

in virtually all of the current cases, transition to turbulence

occurred either in the free shear layer or upstream of the separa-

tion point.

Separation lengths were obtained from profile flow photographs,

such as those in Figs. 18 and 19, for many unit Reynolds number

(Rpyinch) values. These lengths are plotted in Fig. 20 versus

Ssep/S rans (distance from plate leading edge to separation

location/distance from plate leading edge to calculated transition

location for undisturbed boundary layer). The extent of separated

flow for transitional separation is greatest for the smallest

Reynolds numbers (lowest s sep /strans values), and decreases with

increasing Reynolds number to a fairly constant value of approxi-

mately 2 6 for turbulent separation (sep / S trans). There is

RYep; basea crn undist~rbed flow conditions, and iength, sep

frotm leadinz ec~e to separation location.



a particularly large, unsteady vo-veent of the separation peint

lcatiou and a correspondingly large variatice in the length of

separation (2.3 d > 1 > 1.9 d) when separatim. occurs in the

vicin-itcy of r:e tudisrurbed transition !czation (S s -
s ea trans,

(7711,is is the case for M = N and d = 3i4-inch, cf. lable II

and Fig. i7.)

Oil film flow photographs, such as these shown in. Fig. 21,

were scaled to obtain the separation lines drawn in Fig. 22. For

t-rbulent beundary layer separation ahead of blunt fins, the lines

collapse into a narrow band for 2 < M < 4 (Mach 2 data fror

Sedney, Ref. 62). Within the range of test conditions, turbulent

separation appears to be independent of Reynolds num-ber (for P < d)

and insensitive to Mach number (for 2 < M < 4).

Pressure Distributions on Fin Leading Edge

Shimming the 1-inch fin resulted in the dense pressure dis-

tribution along the fin leading edge shown in Fig. 23. For M = 3,

the peak pressure is approximately 1.5 times as large as the pitot
stagnation pressure (p o2) on the fin leading edge. Included in

Fig. 23 is the maximum pressure recorded on the plate surface ahead

of the fin, which is over 3/4 the stagnation pressure value (over

nine times as large as the undistributed pressure on the Dlate sur-

face). This supports Avduyevskii's (Ref. 17) results that indicate

the existepce of high velocity streams, in the separated flow region,

that impinge on the plate surface.

The curve faired through the Mach 3 data (Fig. 23) is super-

imposed on the Mach 2.5 and 4 data shown in Fig, 24. The peak pres-

sure for Mach 2.5 is slightly smaller than for Mach 3 and occurs

further outboard on the fin, the peak pressu:e for Mach 4 is larger



týan for Mach 3 and occurs clos er - ac foteo. Th. ;-e_-k to

total pressure ratio i-•c-eases "withi 3.•c'-- n-•ber. 5 zzause -:f rthe

snaller shock wave angle, tt.e iypingeý-en: .-oint and lca•i•--i of

h-e peak .ressure -.-. es inbc=_rc (:.zcser Le -ý- z1iit surface)

it~h increasinz Mach- rr'.-. ber (Ref cf 'A 15. - -. a 25).

Interaction Flcw Field Measure-ent:s

The tot-al pressure.• - raverses uere made byv e.re._r- one

of the probes forward a s-all distance. recordi-.rg th-: pressre -•r -

sure ant and photographing the then exte.ding -he sa-e Drone

Lorward to a new position, and- repeari•-n- the -- u-nxes

cseasurements stabilized very quicklv, -c f the re n iv

hiah pressure levels, so measure=,ents coule b•e _btaied at --ny

locations along each ravers during ne -nre -. run. !-eo f Pi "as

then shimmed, which increased the heiehr of the trobe above t-he

plate surface, and a traverse made at the neu height station.

Profile flow photographs, such as the shadowgraph shown in

Fig. 26, were used as an aid in determining the probe location uith

respect to the "triple point," the point where the impinging shock

wave intersects the fin bow shock. The unsteadiness of the sepa-

rated flow region caused a shifting of the imjpinging shock with a

resulting change in the triple point location. To minimize the

effects of the fluctuating shock position, the probe measurements

were referenced to the triple point location. In this manner a

more accurate, truer, representation of the irteraction flow field

was obtained.

Thus, vertical distances above the triple point (zt 0 . cf:.

Fig. 26), are indicated for the total pressure traverses shov-n in

Fig. 27. Similar to the pressures measured along the fin 'Leading
edge, the total pressures measu:-cd durinz the pitot probe traverses

th oalpesue 9 rn h



are ncadi-n-sionalized with respect to the free stream flow pitot

E pressure, p 2 .

The traverse taken closest to the plate surface (using the

larger probe and no fin shims) has a vertical height of -0.64 d,

referenced to the triple point. There is an initial decrease in

total pressure as the probe moves forward from the fin leading
T

edge. The total pressure decreases from 0.6 p 2  at the fin

leading edge to less than 0.4 po2 at x = -0.2 d, and then in-

creases to 1.5 p2 as the probe moves forward to x = -1.0 d.

The probe was behind the separation (impinging) shock for all of

the traverses shown in the first part of Fig. 27 (z < -0.40 d).

SFor higher zra\,.rses (zp Ž -0.34 d), the probe extends forward,

through the separation shock, into the free stream flow (p = p o2).

The traverses for ztp > -0.14 d were made using the smaller

probe. Above the triple point, a small drop in pressure was ob-

served jusL ahead of the fin leading edge (x -0.05 d). This

can be attributed to the streamlines diverging just ahead of the

fin, so that their misalignment with respect to the probe is large

;ust before tne flow stagnates on the fin leading edge.

The locations of these traverses with respect to the lambda

shock pattern may be determined by comparing the x and ztp values

in Ftg. 27 with the sketch shown in Fig. 28. The sketch was traced

from an enlargement of a microsecond schlieren flow photograph.

Comparing this sketch with the numerous flow photographs taken with

the probes extended, normal shocks ahead of the probes were observed

in the region indicated. No probe bow shocks were observed behind

the fin bow shock or behind the rearward "leg" of the lambda shock.

The region immediately behind and slighcly below the triple point

was somewhat obscured in all the prcbe flow photcgraphs; therefore,



very weak probe bow shocks may have existed in this region althougb

none were visible.

As the larger probe was extended forward in the separated flowI region, indicated in Fig. 28. it caused a sudden collapse of the

flow field, evidenced by the schlieren flow photographs shown in

Fig. 29. The flow separated from the probe and effectively "stream-

lined" the blunt fin. As shown in Fig. 29, this separated flow was

unstable, in one case the probe was extended to x = -1.0 d without

disturbing .'_ interaction Flow, whereas in the other case, at the

same probe height above the plate, the probe altered the flov- field

when extended to x - -0.8 d. The region where there was severe

probe interference is indicated in Fig. 28.

When the probe altered the flow field, causing the separated

flow region to collapse, the resulting bow shock wave from the probe

impinged on the fin bow shock wave. In a few of these "off-design"

cases, the shock impingement peak pressure on the fin leading edge

was recorded. These peak pressures, and the corresponding pressure

tap locations, are indicated on the schlieren flow photographs in

Fig. 30.
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DATA ANALYSIS AND COMPARIS(NS

Ex.ent of Separation

For fins having heights and diameters greater than the local

boundary layer thickness, the extent of separation and the extent

of increased loads on the plate surface are proportional to the

fin diameter. As indicated in Fig. 20, the separated flow region

extends approximately two diameters ahead of the fin (I 2 d)ahead (L~sep =2d

if the boundary layer is turbulent upstream of separation. Many

investigators observed similar results (Isep = 2 d) for turbulent

separation ahead of fins for a wide range of test conditions.

Robertson (Ref. 13) obtained separation lengths of 1.85 d, 2.15 d,

and 2.16 d fcr MI = 1.2, 1.4, and 1.6, respectively. Waltrup

et al. (Ref. 53) obtained Lsep = 2.2 d for M1 = 2.2. Young et al.

(Ref. 7), Surber (Ref. 23), and Voitenko et al. (Ref. 28) all cb-

tained separation lengths of approximately 2 d for Mach numberb

from 2.5 to .".5. Winkelmann (Ref. 14) obtained fsep = 2.3 d

for MI 5. Wes,:kaemper (Ref. 51) obtained an upstream "limit of

disturbed flow" (w!.ich exceeds I as usually defined by approxi-- sep

mately 0.5 d., cf. Fig. 11) of approximately 2.6 d, based on data

from several sources for Mach nu-cbers from 2 to 21.

Young et al. (Ref. 7), Price and Stallings (Ref. 15), Westkaemper

(Ref. 51), and others (e.g., Refs. 17-19 and 26-28) observed that

the extent of turbulent separation is apparently insensitive to

Mach number, Reynolds number, and boundary layer thickness for a

wide range of test conditions, for fin diameters that are larger

or comparable to the undisturbed boundary layer thickness.t Further,

the results are consistent within the range of separation lengths

'Zukoski (Ref. 11) indicates that turbulent separation ahead of for-
ward facing steps is independent of Reynolds number and is insensi-
tive to Mach number.
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caused by the unsteady movement of the separation point (cf.

page 14 and Figs. 11 and 12). Sumnarizing, for Mach numbers from

1.2 to 21, turbulent boundary layers separate approximately

two diameters ahead of the fin leading edge (for fin diameters

larger than the undisturbed boundary layer thickness). Because

of the unsteadiness of the separated flow, it probably would not

be fruitful to attempt to obtain a more precise expression for

the extent of turbulent separation ahead of fins.

Laminar or transitirial boundary layer separation ahead of

a fin is much more extensive than turbulent separation, and de-

pends on both Mach number and Reynolds number. Limited data in-

* .dicate that the extent of entirely laminar separation ahead of a

fin increases with increasing Reynolds number (Reys). Laminar
sep

separation lengths exceeding six diameters (tsep > 6 d) have

been observed (Ref. 7) for both Mach 3 and Mach 5 flows. However,

as noted earlier, separation is a strong disturbance to a laminar

boundary layer and causes earlier transition than for attached,

undisturbed boundary layers. In virtually all of the present tests,

transition occurred either ahead of the separation location (turbu-

lent separation) or in the free shear layer bounding the reverse

flow region ahead of the fin (transitional separation). As in-

dicated by the data shown in Fig. 20, the extent of transitional
separation diminishes towards the turbulent value (I sep- 2 d)

as the separation location approaches the undisturbed boundary
layer transition location (ssep - s tras). Mach number, Reynolds
number, and boundary layer thickness effects on the extent of lami-

nar or transitional separation have not been clearly differentiated.

As yet, there appear to be no reliable methods for predicting the

extent of laminar or transitional separation ahead of blunt fins.
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Avduyevskii et al. (Ref. 17), Glagolev (Ref. 18), Voitenko

(Refs. 19 and 27), and Panov (Ref. 26) derived on empirical equa-

tion for the initial shape of the separaticn line on the plate

surface. The initial shape of the separation lines shown in

Fig. 22 are matched fairly well by the elliptic equation. The

equation contains two empirical constants, however, and these al-

most guarantee a good fit for the :initial part of the separation

line.

Further outboard from the fin (y > 6 d), the fin bow shock

wave weakens and becomes insufficient to separate the turbulent

boundary layer on the plate surface. Korkegi (Ref. 30) observes

that at this location the horseshoe vortices curve downstream and

proceed in a streamwise direction. In the same paper, Korkegi de-

scribes the effects of transition on the separation line shape.

As the fin bow shock location moves outboard and downstream, it

crosses the location for undisturbed boundckry layer transiltion on

the plate surface. At this point, there is an inflection in the

separation line shape and, as shown in the following sketch, down-

stream of this location the transitional separation line approaches

the turbulent separation line shape.

The vertical extent of the separated flow can be described

partially by reviewing total pressure rake data obtained during

our earlier tests (Ref. 7) for the same Mach and Reynolds numbers

as for the present tests. Sample total pressure profiles, ob-

tained at several stations along chordwise lines at y = d and

2 d and referenced to the same triple point position (zt ' as

used herein, are plotted in Fig. 31. The first profile (x = -0.67 d,

y = d) extends above the reverse flow region and indicates a pitot

pressure that is nearly equal to that measured by the single probe
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Sketch of Transitional and Turbulent Separation Line Shapes

(fron Ref. 30)

surface) than the single probe measurements, and outboard of tae

centerline there is a large ouitward component of the flow (evidenced

on the surfae by the oil film flow photographs herein), and thus

the local streamflow is not aligned with the rake probes. Furth-ar
aft, at x - +1.33 d and y =d, the local strearnflow is primarily

chordwise and the pito'.. pressure is nearly equal to p 02  except

near the plate surface. The first profile along the outboard chord
(y 2 d) is quite close to the separation line (cf. Fig. 22).

The local streamflow is just beginning to teun outboard, and high

,F2



total pressures (up to 1.35 po 2) are obtained behind the separa-

tion shock. Again, the low pitot pressures measured using the

rake at the two further downstream stations are indicative pri-

marily of the predominantly outward flow direction at these loca-

tions (cf. Fig. 24 of Ref. 7).

Load on Plate Surface

Although we are not familiar with any systematic force mea-

surements of fin-induced loads on an adjacent plate surface, many

experimental investigations provide pressure distributions (e.g.,

Refs. 3-7, 12-19, 24-28, and 55) and these may be used to obtain

at least a qualitative understanding of the increased load on the

plate surface.

Along the centerline ahead of the fin, the pressure rises to

a peak value (cf. Fig. 11) that can be estimated using relations,

such as those presented by Sterrett and Emery (Ref. 63), obtained

for two dimensional turbulent boundary layer separation:

2.24 MI

1 + 8-----1)2 for MI < 3.4
S8 +(1- 1)

Sor (1)

Pl

0.091 M1  0.05 + -.37 for 111 > 3.4
00 1 1

For MI 3, these relations give a peak pressure rise somewhat

greater than the measured values shown in Fig. 11. Voitenko et al.

(Ref. 28) also observed peak pressures in their M = 2.5 experi-

ments that were somewhat less than those corresponding to two dimen-

sional separation. However, Waltrup et al. (Ref. 53) measured peak
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pressures in a MacT, 2.2 flow that were in good agreement with

those indicated by Eq. (1). Lucero (Ref. 55) points out that the

measured peak pressures ahead of a fin are lower than the two di-

mensional values for Mach numbers greater than about 2.2; for

lower Mach numbers, the measured peak pressures agree with the

two dimensional values predicted by Eq. (1). Robertson's (Ref. 13)

experiments for MI = 1.2, 1.4, and 1.6 bear this out. Thus,

along the centerline, it appears thac -he pressure rise to the peak

value is of the "free interaction" type and can be estimated suffi-

ciently -well (to within the scatter caused by the unsteadiness in

the flow, cf. Fig. 11), using the relations developed for turbulent

separation ahead of forward facing steps. However, as pointed out

by Robertson (Refs. 12 and 13), the fluctuating pressure ahead of

the fin "may be as large as an order of magnitude greater than

those encountered within two dimensional separated flows."

Although the location of laminar boundary layer separation

ahead of a fin depends on several parameters, the character of the

flow in the vicinity of laminar separation depends only on local

flow conditions. Similar to ttrbulent separation, the pressure

rise to a plateau value along the centerline can be calculated

using an experession developed for two dimensional '.aminar boundary

layer separation (Ref. 10):

p 2[(M2- 1/4

-1 =1 + 1.22 M. - )Re (2)

The plateau pressure rise given by Eq. (2) can be used in oblique

shock relations to calculate the initial slope of the laminar

dividing streamline and impinging shock wave angle.
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Pressure distributions outboard on the plate surface generally

resemble the one along the centerline. The pressure rises at

separation,.reaches a peak or plateau value, dips somewhat, and

then attains extremely large values in the immediati vicinity of

the fin leading edge. These trends are evident in the detailed

pressure distributions, obtained by Price and Stallings (Ref. 15),

which are plotted in Fig. 32, for turbulent boundary layer separa-

tion. As one qould expect, the peak pressures diminish in intensity

and movE aft for the further outbeard stations. Downs'ream of the

separation line, there are substantial overpressures on the plate

surface that persist many diameters downstream of the fin leading

edge. The data presented in Fig. 32 are for a relatively thick

boundary layer (three times as thick as the fin), but show tue

same trends as do surface pressure data presented by other in-

vestigators (e.g., Refs. 5-7, 13, and 28).

The maximum pressure on the plate surface recorded during our
tests was nine times the undisturbed value for M = 3 (cf. Fig. 13).

Waltrup et al. (Ref. 53) observed pressures, near the fin foot, of

6 p1  for M - 2.2, and Meyer (Ref. 43) measured pressures ap-

proaching 10 P1  immediately ahead of a blunt protuberance for

M = 4.25. These values approach the pitot total pressure values.

Further, because of the extreme pressure gradients (cf. Fig. 32),

it is doubtful that the maximum peak pressure was measured during

any test.

The very large pressures and pressure gradients lead to in-

tense heating rates on the plate surface in the immediate vicinity
of the fin foot. This intense heating is evident in photographs
showing the burnt section of the X-15 fuselage in the vicinity of

the ventral fin (cf. Ref. 1), and the severe burn marks on a fin-

plate model (cf. Ref. 21). Kaufman et al. (Ref. 20) measured
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heating rates near the fin foot that were 10 times larger rnan

the undisturbed plate heating rates for H - 8, and Couch et al.

(Ref. 22) measured heating rates ahead of a blunt protuberance

C that were eight times larger than the undisturbed values on the

plate surface for Mach 4.44. Avduyevskii et a!. (Ref. 17) and

Voitenko (Ref. 19) indicate the possibility of still higher heat-

ing rates due to impingements on the plate surface of supersonic

streams embedded in the separated flow region. Unfortunately,

the details of thz flow in this region are still unknown and de-

tailed experimentei data are quite sparse; therefore the maximum

heating rates on the plate surface in the vicinity of the fin foot

are still largely a matter of ccnjecture.

Shock Impingement

Pressures and heat transfer rates 10 times larger than stag-

"nation point values have been measured in local regions on blunt

leading edges in the vicinity of shock impingement (Refs. 20, 21,

and 33-46). The magnitude of these peak values depends on the

strength of the impinging shock, leading edge geometry, and flow

conditions. As yet, there are no satisfactory analytical methods

for accurately predicting the peak values for a particular interac-

tion. The effects of various parameters on the peak loads can be

described, however, at least qualitatively, and the maximum at-

tainable values can be estimated.

As noted on page 6, the type of shock impingement that causes

the most severe heating and largest pressure gradients results when

shock waves corresponding to 10- to 20-degree flow deflections

impinge on unswept fins (cf. Fig. 5 and Ref. 35, p. 45). Swept

leading edges result in a different type of interaction with much
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lower peak to stagnation line pressure an- heating rate ratios

(Refs. 21, 33-36, and 47-50). Different types of interactions

than that shown in Fig. 5 occur for inpinging shocks Corr-esp•r-king

to flow deflection angles less than NC or greater than 2C0 de-

grees (Refs. 33-36). These also result in less severe heat•ng

and pressure ratios (Refs. 39-42). Francis (Ref. 41) obser-ved

xaxirzn amplification factors for deflecticn angles "Detween 10%

and 15 degrees."

The pressure rise associated witn tarhulent bound-ary layer

separation, as given by Eq. (1), corresponds to flmi deflection

angles between 10 and 15 degrees for all Mach numbers betw-een

1.6, and 20. Thus, in accord with the results mntioned above,

turbulent boundary layer separation ahead of an unswept fin re-

sults in the most severe type of shock impingement. Indeed, in

those instances when there are zwo distinct shock impingements on

a blunt leading edge (e.g., Refs. 20, 21, 45, and 4b), the more

severe peak heating is associated with the separated-boundary-layer

induced shock impingement near the fin or wing root (cf. sketch).

In these instances, the flow

passes first through the lead- ;• zi

ing edge shock and then is M = in 1

further compressed by the shock

wave emanating from the sepa- -

rated flow region ahead of the

fin or wing. Kaufman et al. Heating Rate

(Ref. 20) and Rogers (Ref. 46) Sketch of Double Shock Impingement

observed inboard peak heating and Resulting Heat Transfer
Distribution (from Refo. 20•

rates up to twice as large as

the outboard peak heating rates

caused by impingement of the
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shock• ua ro":he• "xaf rdec`:n moe- -Sml Rr .2

alsc ab5erv-e :hat self-i -_ec shock im~izene-o us-vail: resultS

in t-he !rre se-iere :;a heaziag rates-. Hiowever, fro ver-, thick

>C¢dary layers ei ;-e t z .in '-iarmetr -r i tDe e.recrs

of s.epara:ian- =incuce-c shock izin~emen: are less severe and are

ame•-ciat naskec -wit--hin she ..._ck "-=a_--ry layer (Refs.- 1, 15, 38,

For fins that are thicker -han the local undisrur;_-ed b~oundary

layer, the location_ of the peak pressure and heating rate on the

fin leading edge can be estizated crudely by calculitin-g w-heere t•be

separation shock 4.-- inges on the fin b"rw shock (of. Figs. 26 and-

"23). ,_The peak pressure on the leading edge usualhy ozclurs slightly

inboarc of (below) this location (Refs. 7 and 51). In the present

experiments, the peak pressure on the fin leading edge occurred

wi-i-tin 0.1 d of uhe -triple poin. location (cf. Fig. 33).

Pitot Pressure Profiles

The probe total pressure data (Fig. 27) were crossploted to

obtain the total pressure profiles sho.-n in Fig. 33. The shock
locations, from Fig. 28, are superimposed on the projiles to serve

as a location reference for the profiles. For example, at the

first profile station (x = -0.90 d), the impinging shock crosses

the station at zp = -0.33 d, and the pressure begins to increase

in the region below the shock. Because of severe probe interference

(cf. Fig. 28), there were too few points to complete the first three

profiles (-0.90 d < x < -0.80 d). The total pressure values are

indicated for the lowest probe position (ztp = -0.64 d), and

* dashed lines are drawn from these values through the region of

probe interference.
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7he i=.inge.men s.ecck crosses the st.atio x = -0.75 d at

z - -0.24 d. The pressure -begins to increase in tm•e vicinity

Co the shhock, attains a mzi-m value of p = 1.56 p0 2  in t e

region below the shock, and týen decreases as hhe reverse flor

regior is approached (cf. Figs. 28 azd 33). he axi• -eas-,ured

p:ressure is slightly less than the calculated value (p = 1.62 p0 2 )

,or the flow behind (below) the i r•ieent shock; we attribute

this difference to an expansion of the flow downnstrean of the in-

pingement shock.

The calculated value was arrived at (as described below)

.eglecting viscous losses and assting a straight dividing stream-

line between tbhe reverse flow region and the flow behind the im-

pingement shock. Careful examination of the profile fl_w photo-

=raphs (e.g., Figs. 3, 12, and 26) reveals that the dividing

streamline appears to bend downward, presenting a convex shape to

the separated flaw and thereby causing it to expand. Aa expansion

of just 1.7 degrees would reduce the calculated pitot pressure

value to the -measured value. The expansion of the separated flow

is also reflected in the decrease of the surface pressure from

2.5 p1  at x = -1.40 d to 1.835 p at x = -0.75 d (cf. Fig. 11).

The maxiL..im pressure in the separated flow region is further

reduced for the further downstream profiles. At x = -0.40 d, the

maximum pressure is 1.48 p 2 ; this corresponds to a further ex-

pansion of 2.0 degrees from the value at station x = -0.75 d.

From Fig. 11, the surface pressure is a minimum, approximately

1.5 p,, at x = -0.40 d. The lower portions of the downstream

profiles extend further belou the dividing streamline than for the

upstream profiles (cf. Figs. 28 and 33). At x = -0.40 d, the

minimum pitot pressure is 0.55 po 2 at ztp = -0.64 d; this point

is in the shear layer, well below the dividing streamline.
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In caxrparisom to cbe larger probe diazeter (sho~a iz the

first part of Fig. 33), the pressure gradients along the profiies

are quite steep- -Most of the pressure rise across the impingeware

shock occurs igicthn. one larger probe diameter.

The profiles beueen the fin leading edge and bcm shock

(0 - x > -0.35 d) exhibit a local peak pressure that falls urithin

the narrow jet-type flow region sketched in Fig. 28. T.e -width of

j this region is cc-arable to the s~aller probe diameter (shcrorn in

the third part of Fig. 33). The pitot pressure along the profile

at x - -0.20 d starts to rise at z +0.06 d, reaches a maxi-tp

rnm (p = 1.50 po) at z -0.08 d, drops to 1.40 p at
02 tp o2

ztp -0.12 d, decays to 1.20 P02  at z -0.47 d, and then
tp 0 tp

drops to 0.37 p2 at Z -0.6 d.

A unique feature of the profile i"aediately ahead of the fin

leading edge, at x - -0.05 d, is the decreased pressure above the

triple point location. The pressure measured by the pitot probe

was less than po2  for z-p 0.03 d; the pitot pressure was

approximately equal to 0.86 po 2  for 0.06 d K z 0.24 d, and

then approached po 2 for larger ztp values; whereas on the fin

leading edge (z tp= 0), the pressure re-ains larger than po2
for all positive z values. We attribute this to the local

flow being severely deflected (probe misalignment) just before

stagnating on the leading edge. The local pressure peaks and dips

along the fin leading edge resemble those plotted by Edney (Ref. 35,

page 46) and attributed to local exyansions and compressions in the

vicinit, of impingement cf the jet on the leading edge.

Flow Field Calculations

The flow field in the center plane ahead of the fin can be

reasonably well approximated by using LwO dimensional oblique shock
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:eLations. If one ass=es a straight di,;iding streas-line, the

rurlent separatiion peak pressure rise -or. MW = 3 is *Ec- (1)

S- 2.68 D_ Ob lique shock relations then give the corresp= t, 'ing

flow defiecti•o angle (04.2 aegrees), -he iwpingine shock a!e

(31.4 degrees), -he Mach -rue- of -he separated flow (2.30),

and the Ditec: total pressure off .he separated flo (pop = 1.62 po21)

Part of tnis separazed flo passe- chrcegh another oblique shock

w-ave, uich etar-es frr- the trirple point (cf. Fig. 5), and fors

a small iet fow embedded in the subsonic floi region behind the

-_n shock -cf. Higs. 5 and 28). Requiring the jet flow direc-

ti-.n and pressure to be the same as the flow direction and pressure

behind the bya shock, oblicue shock relations are solved iteratively

to obtain the initial directions of the dividing streamline and

shock wave that enanate from the triple point. These directions,

10.3 and 39.3 degrees with resp-•ect t- the free streaM -rPction...

are plotted in Fig. 34, and the Mach number, static pressure, and

pitot pressure values are indicated for each flow region.

The expansion of the separated flow, described on page 32,

reduces the separated flow deflection from 14.2 to ].0.5 degrees

in the vicinity of the triple point. As shori in Fig. 34b, this

results in a greater jet flow deflection (dividing streamline angle

of 17.2 degrees and shock wave angle of 45.7 degrees with re-

spect to the free stream). These values are considerably closer

to the measured values obtained from schlieren photogra.hs (19.5

and 51.5 degrees, respectively, cf. Fig. 34c). The measured de-

flection angle (19..5: 4 10.5Y = 30.0') ýi;th respect to the sepa-

rated flow) just exceeds the maximum value (29.5-) for the weak

attached shock wave solution for Mach 2.48 flow. Therefore, the

shock emanating from the triple point is a strong shock for the

separated flow and substantially reduces the total pressure in the
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jet flow. The maxim= masured pitor pressure (1.50 Po2) in

the jet flow is mach less than the value calculate for the weak

shock solution (2.01 po2); the measured pressure corresponds

to a Mach 0.93 jet flow (cf. Fig. 34).

Edney et al. (Ref. 34) also observed a greater jet flow de-

flection than calculated using the inviscid aualysis. They at-

tribute the additional 2 to 3 degrees deflection to the dis-

placement thickness growth of the viscous shear layer at the edge

of the jet flow. Although a displacement correction of 2 to

3 degrees brings the values calculated inviscidly into good agree-

ment with the measured values (for the present Mach 3 experiments

as well as for the Mach 6 and 20 experiments conducted by Edney

et al.), this displacement correction is, unfortunately, purely

empirical. For the present case, shown in Fig. 34, the calculated

displacement grow-h of the free shear layer is quite 3mall, less

than one degree.

The flow field calculations in the vicinity of the triple

point, described above, are just part of the calculations required

to determine the conditions throughout the extent of the embedded

jet flow. Referring to Fig. 5, if the initial flow in the jet is

superscnic, then another shock wave emanates from the point "Q".

The shock wave emanating from this point, similar to the one from

the triple point, is solved by requiring the pressure and direc-

tion of the jet flow to equal those in the subsonic flow region

below the jet. The remainder of the flow is solved using charac-

teristics up to the normal shock in the jet. The flow in this

embedded jet is thus compressed through many weak shock waves and,

therefore, as noted by Hains and Keyes (Ref. 33), "the total

Similar profile, integral equations derivei by Wilbur Hankey,
Aerospace Research Laboratories, September 1971, private
commiunication.
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pressure remains high right up to the body surface." This becomes

increasingly inpcrtant for higher Mach nuzber flows.

Hains and Keyes also point out that the peak pressure and

heating rate d-pend strongly on the entire bow shock pattern. The

number of oblique shocks in the jet flow, and hence the peak~pres-

sure experienced on the fin leading edge, depend on the location of

the point "Q" (Fig. 5), and this location is indeterminate (cf.

page 6). An upper limit to the peak pressure can be calculated

by assa-uning isentropic compression of the jet flow downstream of

the shock wave emanating from point "Q". However, this can be

considerably larger than the total pressure downstream of a normal

shock wave in the jet flow, particularly at higher Mach numbers.

The iocation of this normal shock wava, the location of the point

"Q", and an accurate determination of the jet flow deflection at

the triple point, are still required before this problem can be

considered solved. Further, Reynolds number effects are expected

to be important for the shear layers bounding the embedded jet flow.

Probe Generated Shock Impingement

As mentioned on page 21, the probe generated shock impingement

led to particularly large peak pressures on the fin leading edge,

and a substantially different interaction flow field than that re-

sulting from shock impingement caused by boundary layer separation

(cf. Figs. 29 and 30). The probe shock wave impinges on the fin

bow shock, and the reflected shock wave apparently impinges on the

fin leading edge. No bow shock is visible ahead of the lower por-

tion of the fin (the portion behind the probe shock) for these

cases (Fig. 3C). The flow is similar, in some aspects, to the

flows over blunt axisymmetric bodies with spikes protruding from

cheir leading edges, which were investigated many years ago by
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Bogdonoff and Vas (Ref. 64) and several others. They observed that

the flow separated from the leading edge of the spike, for spike

lengths comparable to the body diameter, and reattached near the

shoulder of the blunt body. This effectively streamlined the blunt

body and greatly reduced its drag (Ref. 64). They also observed an

instability of the fDow, similar to that shown in Fig. 2%,

Comparable to the spike-body results, we postulate that the

flow separated from the probe leading edge, formed a conizal region

of reverse flow, and reattached on the fin leading edge. Part of

the flow above this conical "dead air" region passes through the

strong shock wave emanating from the triple point and stagnates on

the fin leading edge. In Fig. 30, it appears that the jets that

form behind the triple point are deflected slightly upward in these

cases. The probe shock wave angles were measured and oblique shock

relacions were used to calculate flow field parameters in the

vicinity of the triple point, similar to the flow field calculations

described above. For these cases, the calculated maximum pitot

pressures in the jet flows vary from 1.7 po 2  to 1.9 po2" Al-

though these approximate the maximum pressures measured on the fin

leading edge (cf. Fig. 30", the interaction flow does not match

any of those categorized by Edney et al. (Refs. 34-36), and only

very limited data were obtained for these "off-design" cases. No

further conclusions should be drawn concerning probe-generated

shock impingement without a more thorough analysis of this type

of interac ion flow field.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECCGENDATIaNS

"Self-induced" shock impingement, caused by turbulent boundary

layer separation ahead of blunt fins, results in a complex, three

dimensional, viscous-inviscid interaction flow field. The pressure

rise across the fin bow shock causes the boundary layer to separate

from the adjacent surface ahead of the fin. The separated flow re-

gion is composed of horseshoe shaped vortices that scavenge part of

the oncoming stream flow and spiral downstream very rapidly. Shock

waves emanate from the separation location and impinge on the fin

bow shock, resulting in a lambda-type shock interaction pattern in

the plane of symmetry ahead of the fin. A small jet of relatively

high energy flow is formed where the two shocks intersect, and im-

pinges on the fin leading edge.

The major effects of the interaction are an increased load on

the surface and intense pressures and heating rates in small re-

gions on the fin leading edge and on the surface in the immediate

vicinity of the fin leading edge. The extent of separated flow

ahead of the fin is proportional to the fin diameter for fins that

are thicker than the local undisturbed boundary layer. Turbulent

boundary layer separation occurs approximately two diameters ahead

of the fin and is insensitive to Mach number, Reynolds number, and

boundary layer thickness for a very wide range of test conditions

(Mach numbers from 1.2 to 21). Laminar boundary layer separa-

tion is considerably more extensive than turbulent separation, and

depends on Mach number and Reynolds number. The pressure rises

are similar to those ahead of forward facing steps and approach

the two dimensional laminar plateau or turbulent peak pressure

values.
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Although the extent of separation and pressure distributions

on the plate surface have been obtained from many experiments, no

systematic force measurements or calculations have been made to

determine the over-all increased load on the plate caused by the

interaction. For turbulent separation, this increased load is ex-

pected to scale with fin diameter (for d > 5) and simply be a

function of Mach number. Limited force tests would serve as a

comparison for integrating existing pressure distributions, and

thus be most useful in determining a relationship for the increased
load..

The separated flow ahead of the fin is highly unstable. The

oscillation of the separation point about its mean position, and

the fluctuating pressures ahead of the fin, are an erder of magni-

tude greater Than for two dimensional separated flows. The ampli-

tude of the oscillation of the separation point is particularly

large when separation occurs in the vicinity of transition for the

undisturbed boundary layer.

The vortices bring high energy stream flows into proximity

with the surface, resulting in extremely high pressures and heat-

ing rates on the surface in the immediate vicinity of the fin foot.

In this small region, surface pressures approaching the pitot pres-

sure of the free stream flow, and heating rates exceeding 10 times

the undisturbed surface values, have b en measured. Because of the

extreme gradients, more detailed press. .- and heat transfer mea-

surements are required to determine the naximum peak pressures and

heating rates that can occur in this region.

Shock impingement caused by turbulent boundary layer separa-

tion ahead of unswept fins generally results in the type of inter-
action that leads to the greatpqt pressure and heat transfer rate
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amplifications on the fin leading edge. It is important to in-

clude the convex shape of the dividing streamline, which results

in an expansion of the separated flow, in calculating the direc-

tion of the slip line emanating from the triple point. In the

present Mach 3 experiments, the measured slip line was displaced

2 degrees from its inviscidly calculated position. This displace-

mert was just sufficient to result in a strong shock wave from the

triple point with attendant large pressure losses in the embedded

jet flow. It would be extremely valuable to repeat the experiments

at a higher free stream Mach number to ensure having an attached,

weak shock emanating from the triple point, and hence, an initially

supersonic embedded jet flow.

Although features of the interaction are understood fairly

well, and upper limits for the maximum attainable pressures can be

ascribed using an inviscid analysis, the measured peak pressures

are substantially less than these calculated values. The reduction

has been attributed to viscous effects, but as yet there is no

rational theory that adequately accounts for these effects. The

experiments recommended in this section, along with a careful re-

view of existing data from other sources, are suggested as an ap-

proach to developing empirical corrections to the inviscid analy-

sis. The resulting engineering method could be used reliably to

predict accurately the peak pressures and heating rates caused by

self-induced shock impingement resulting from turbulent boundary

layer separation.
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a) Over-all View

b) Closeup of Region Near Fin Foot

Fig. 2 Oil Film Flow Photographs; M. = 4, d 3/8
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epara- lte Surface

a) Schlieren Photograph

Bow Shopc0

!e

b) Shadowgraph Photograph

Fig., 3 Profile Flow Photographs, One Millisecond Exposure,
M = 3, d = 1
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a) Flow Photograph

b) Photograph "Taken a Few Seconds After That Shown in a) Above

Fig. 4 Schlieren Flow P~iotographs Taken a Few Seconds Apart During
Same Tunnel Ruu; One Microsecond Exposure, Ma = 3, d = 3/4,
Fin L.E. 5.73 inches Downstream of Plate L.E,,
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oro

• a) Furthest Aft Separation Location Photographed

b) Furthest Forward Separation Location Photographed

Fig. 12 Schlieren Flow Photographs Showing Variation of Separation
Length During Same Tunnel Run; M = 3, d = 1,
ReYinch = 800,000
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4~Ar

Fig. 17 Schlieren Flow Photographs Showing Extreme Variation of
Separation Length During Same Tunnel Run for Transitional
Separation; M. = 4, d = 3/4, Reyinch = 470,000
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a) Reyinh =400,000

.41
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c) Reyinh 670,000

d) Reyh 800,000

Fig. 18 Schlieren Flow Photographs Showing Variation of Separation
Length with Reynolds Number, M. = 3, d =3/4 (shý,et 2 of 2)
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a) Reyincb "0130000

b) Rey inc h =270,000

Fig. 19 Schlieren Flow~ Photographs Sho'.qing variation of Separation
Length with Reynolds Number; M. = 3, d 1 (sheet 1 of 3)
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c) Reyinch 400,300

d) Reyinch =530,000

Fig. 19 Schlieren Flow Photographs Showing Variation of Separation
Length with Reynolds Number; M = 3, d = I (sheet 2 of 3)
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e) Reyiflch 670,000

f) Rej inc 800,000

Fig. 19 Schlieren Flow Photographs Showing Variation of Separation
LengL-.h with Reyaiolds Number; 1,%, = 3, d = 1 (sheet 3 of 3'1
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b)M 2.5, d -3/8, Rey icb 800,000

b) 2.53*, d 3/, Reyb inc 800,000

Fig. 21. Oil Film Flow Photographs
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_!W d=1

0 d = 3/4- {ON PLATE SURFACE AT

xjd = -0.06 Id 3/4)
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Fig. 23 Pressure Distributions Along -Fin Leadin:, zg.s; M1 3
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-l M_ 2.5, d =3/4
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A Fig. 24 Pressure Distributions Along Fin Leading Edges;
SM., = 2.5, 3 &.4
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Fig. 27 Probe~ Total Pressure Measur-ements (Sheet 1 of 4)
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PROBE BOW SHOCKS
OBSERVED IN
SHADED REGIONS

SEVERE PROBE
INTERFERENCE IN
CROSS HATCHED REGION

-- 0.4

0.2

SMALLER PROBE

0

LARGER" PROBE ztp/d

wo 
-064

I,,,,,,,i PLATE
-10 -08 -06 -0.4 -02 0 SURFACE

xld

Fig. 28 Sketch ot Interaction Flow Field, Scaled from a Microsecond
Schlieren Flow Photograph, Showing Lambda Shock Pattern;
M,, = 3, d = 1, Reyinch = 800,000
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••''W 4o• m

a) (x/d) probe= -1.00, little interference

b) (x/d)probe -0.78, severe interference

Fig. 29 Schlieren Flow Photographs Shading Unstable Probe

Interference Effects; M = 3, d = 1, ReYinch = 800,000
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M = 0.50
p = 103p,

M= 3.00 Pop = 1.01 Po2

Pop Pc2

M = 1.25

M2.30 p 10.3 p,

P=268p IPop 2.17 po2

Pop = 162pn2

a) CALCULATED FOR 14.2' FLOW DEFLECi'J

(M = p.53
M= 3 00 • p= 102p,

M~=119p 0

p = 102 p o

Pop PPo
M =2 48
p 212 p, M 1 19

po 1.418 \pp 10 2p,Pop = 2 01 po2

b) CALCULATED FOR 105' FLOW DEFLECTION

M = 0.48
P•'P • •P= 103p,

p = 1.00 P
Pop - o2op 2

M = 0 93
p= 103 p 1

Pop = 1 C0 Po2

c) MEASURED

Fig. 34 Flow Field in the Vicinity of the Triple Point
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